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NATIONAL 
 Bharat Tex 2024 
 India is set to host the upcoming Bharat Tex 2024 Expo, scheduled to take place 

from February 26-29, next year. 
 The event will showcase India’s capabilities as a reliable supplier of textile 

products, spanning the entire value chain, all under one roof. 
 

 
 With an exhibition area spread across 2,00,000 square meters, Bharat Tex 2024 

Expo has been conceived as the largest textile fair in the world in terms of 
exhibition area. 

 Minister Goyal emphasized that it would provide a platform 
for weavers, craftsmen, and the handloom sector to showcase their skills and 
what’s possible on a global stage. 

 

DEFENCE 

 

EVERYDAY CURRENT AFFAIRS – October 23, 2023 
- 
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 HARIMAU SHAKTI 

 Joint bilateral training Exercise Harimau Shakti 2023, between Indian & Malaysian 
Army commenced in Umroi Cantonment, India. 
 

 
 

 The Malaysian Army contingent comprises troops from 5th Royal Battalion. 
 The Indian contingent is being represented by the Rajput Regiment. 
 120 personnel from both sides will participate for enhancing military capability 

in Multi Domain and Sub-Conventional Operations. 
 

AWARDS 
 Harvard Law School's "Award for Global Leadership" 
 Chief Justice of India (CJI) DY Chandrachud, an distinguished alumnus of 

Harvard Law School, was bestowed with the prestigious ‘Award for Global 
Leadership‘ by his institution. 

 This recognition stands as a testament to his exceptional contributions to the field 
of law and justice. 
 

 
 During his tenure as the Chief Justice of India, Chandrachud has been at the 

forefront of judicial reform. 
 The Supreme Court under his leadership has taken significant steps 

in incorporating technology in court processes. 
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OBITUARY  
 Former Indian Captain, Bishan Singh Bedi 
 Bishan Singh Bedi, one of India’s most iconic cricketers, passed away at the age 

of 77. 
 A left-arm spinner and former captain of the Indian cricket team, Bedi’s 

contributions to the sport have left an indelible mark on the cricketing world. 
 

 
 Bedi is widely regarded as one of the greatest left-arm spinners in the history of 

the game. 
 His prowess as a spinner, leadership on the field, and contributions to Indian 

cricket as a mentor and selector will forever be celebrated. 

 

IMPORTANT DAYS 
 International Stuttering Awareness Day – October 22 
 International Stuttering Awareness Day is a global event that takes place annually 

on October 22nd, dedicated to raising awareness about stuttering, a speech 
disorder characterized by disruptions in fluency. 

 

 
 

 This year, the theme for International Stuttering Awareness Day is “One Size 
Does NOT Fit All.” 
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 International Stuttering Awareness Day plays a crucial role in educating people 
about this complex condition and addressing the diverse needs and 
circumstances of individuals who stutter.  

 

 


